
GS Edition Back in 1990 when we were

both 13 or so my best friend

Dave and I wanted to run a

DnD game for our class as a

project. Our instructor thought

it was a good idea but the

school board had banned DnD

and DnD paraphernalia due to

concerns from a few parents.

In the true spirit of rules

lawyers, Dave and I obeyed

the letter of the law, while

sidestepping the intent

completely, creating our own

game as our project with the

intent of making our next

project running a session.
Cave Adventures has a

Player's Manual, a

Dungeon Master's

Manual and eight class

handbooks, making us

one of the pioneers of

splatbook publishing.

This was to reduce

photocopy costs since

each page cost us 5¢.



Running that game for our classmates 

never happened, and my copy of Cave 

Adventures got tossed on a shelf in my 

closet. Dave and I grew apart, went to 

different colleges and lost track of each 

other. In 2008, eighteen years after it's 

creation, my mother found a copy and sent 

it to me. I scanned everything into a single 

PDF with the intent of tracking down and 

sending a copy to Dave, only to find that 

he had passed away the year before.

Sorry about the quality of this PDF. It's a scan of (at the time) 18 year

old dot matrix printouts, typewritten sheets and pencil drawings, so a

good deal of it is a little faded. I looked into the possibility of having it

restored but the cost exceeds the value of anything here.



Note the

spinners

instead of

dice. That's

because of

the ban on

DnD

materials.

Dice were

included in

that.

Since we 

were 13 at 

the time we 

wrote this, 

and it was 

never 

playtested or 

edited, it has 

it's share of 

errors. At this 

point, 

consider 

them 

flavor. :)



Two things going on here:  

First, this is very similar to the intro to the DnD 83' Mentzer set, right down to shades of Alena and 

Bargle though I doubt anyone will spill as many tears over Shagrat as over Alena. 

Second, Shagrat was some author insertion on Dave's part. Shagrat was his favorite DnD character of 

that time (maybe ever). He was one of three brothers (the others were Meepesh and Robin Dego who 

were played by Dave's older brothers during their family DnD games.



From what I remember,

hulkers were large insect

people, ameboids were

semi-amorphous

humanoids, and nair were

tiny puff-ball things. Not

sure on the wurr, but we'll

just go with savage

hairless cat folk and call it

a day.

Dave and I really weren't 

budding misogynists. 

Gender-based ability 

score adjustments were 

just part of RPGs in that 

era and we didn't really 

question it.

P.S. Since this the the GS edition, here's the adjustment for gnomes: S: -2, I:+1, H:+1, A:+1.

No further adjustments for gender. No reason to double down on a bad idea.



Best race and 

chance of 

rolling scores 

for each class? 

F: Wur,M, 50% 

W: Nai,M, 60% 

M: Gob,M, 36% 

N: Spi,F, 28% 

S: Gno, 31% 

A: Gob, 40% 

U: Hum, .02% 

 

These stats 

don't always 

match the 

ones in the 

handbooks. 

Where they 

conflict, use 

whichever 

you want.

The ultimist was stolen from Gary Gygax's satire class of the same name featured in

Polyhedron #23. At 13 It sounded really cool to me, so in they went. At least they're more or

less impossible to roll up, but of course I had a GMPC who was one.



Dave designed the base mechanic of essentially (speed*mass)=force. It seems

unnecessarily clunky today, but we thought it was inspired. Though we never say so,

"spin + bonus/penalties" is speed. Later when some attacks have a set speed, or adjust

an attack's speed that's what it's referring to.



Whips are suspiciously

badass. This was of

course because I thought

they were incredibly cool.

Interestingly enough, anyone with a set of lockpicks can pick locks though the mercenary

class gets better chances if they choose to.





I wasn't sure saves ever actually got used, but in fact they do.

Some monsters have spells as per wizards, and werewolves cause saves vs spells.

Ghouls cause paralysis and several monsters poison you.



These numbers seem a little odd. You'd think that the insect people would have better

natural armor and humans would have less. We'll give gnomes a natural AC of 1

because they're small and hard to hit.









What were we thinking here? Not only are ninjas shoehorned into an otherwise

Eurocentric setup, but since we gave healing spells to the wizard we dropped the

cleric and rather than making turning undead a spell or simply discarding it, we gave it

to the ninja. Ninjas also have no rogue abilities. Essentially they're worse fighters with

a specialized weapons list, turning ability and though it doesn't say so here, the ability

to gain a hawk companion.

I think this might be the first

RPG of all time in which

Katanas are NOT the best

weapon in the game.





The boomerang is on

the list of gear the

wizard can use but

not the equipment

list. Just use

throwing axe stats.









At some point between the time I made the original scans and I started making the annotated

GS edition, this page was corrupted and lost. It's a shame since the mercenary class was

Dave's favorite. On the off chance anyone will ever actually play this game, this is my best

guess as to what went here:

XP increment: 1500

HP/level: spin 6 and add health bonus/penalty

Requirements: 4 intelligence, 8 agility

Weapons: A mercenary can use any one-handed melee weapon and any ranged weapons

Armor: A mercenary may use leather or padded armor without impacting their mercenary

abilities. They may also wear scale or ring mail but it imposes a -15% on their stealth.

Mercenaries may not use shields.

Description: Mercenaries are soldiers of fortune that use their wits and well honed skills to

face challenges.

Mercenaries can tame animals (GMs have rules for taming animals in the monster section of

their book).

At first level, mercenaries get 100 percentage points to distribute amongst the following

mercenary abilities: Alertness, Athletics, Mechanics, Stealth, Survival. They get a further 10

percentage points every level to add to their abilities. Each point of Agility bonus adds 5

percentage points to every mercenary ability.

Alertness: Use this ability to notice ambushes, detect traps, find secret doors, and other

perception related feats.

Athletics: Useful for climbing, jumping, outrunning pursuers and other forms of physical

exertion.

Mechanics: Building or disarming traps, opening locks or sabotaging machines (this replaces

pick locks found on the next page).

Stealth: Unwatched mercenaries may hide and sneak to avoid detection, spy on enemies,

and attack unwary foes. Sneak attacks do double damage!

Survival: Use this ability to hunt game, find fresh water, and track foes.







I have no idea why we needed to point out that soldiers are never found alone repeatedly.

Soldiers were meant to serve as a backup class, at least a step above the normal man

class but not as powerful as the other classes. Since their requirements are fairly low, the

thought was poor rolls could at lease be bumped up to meet these requirements by

choosing the right race.





So normal man was meant to be the fallback class that anyone could get into even if they

skunked their rolls badly, but the silly thing is that looking at the equipment and treasure

tables, it seems likely that a character of the normal man class that made a decent roll on

the profession table would make more money and experience staying home and collecting

a paycheck than teaming up with a party of adventurers.





We've already touched on this particular folly, but I do want to point out a math error above.

While the chances of spinning a 10 on every score is indeed one in ten thousand, since

every race/gender combination except for humans gets a -1 to at least one score, they

cannot be ultimists. Humans, on the other hand get a +1 to either strength or agility, so

there is a two in ten thousand chance for them to qualify (three if you choose gender after

choosing a class).

This is of course how I rolled up my GMPC and it's why it will completely make sense that if

you allow your characters to make characters unsupervised, no fewer than three will come

to the first session with ultimists.







Well, of all the things we got wrong, we at least got that last sentence right. :)

Turns out that typewritten

material holds up better than

dot matrix printed material.



A lot of monster descriptions are left blank. In some cases

that's because they're animals. I hope no one needs a

description for an ape. The undead, on the other hand, have no

descriptions because different cultures have different

preconceived notions for undead and we should let them

decide for themselves...

or at least that's the excuse I gave after I didn't feel like typing

them up. Game design is hard work!

That's not grizzly misspelled. Those

are grizzle bears, bipedal semi-

intelligent bear men that live in the

woods and wear flannel.



Here are some taming rules.

There aren't any other tamable

monsters. Mercenaries get dogs

and ninjas get hawks.

Since I think we never

mention it, the second undead

name is the power level it's

considered for turning

purposes.



Here are the zombie

stats the wizard needs



I'm not

sure I had

a good

grasp of

what one

hundred

foot tall

meant.

That's

pretty big.

I'd like to point out that in any

instance where our material

closely resembled DnD material

that I would very much like to not

get sued.



Some of the FR scores for the tougher

monsters would be hard to hit for a

warrior with a heavy enchanted

weapon and buffs. Parties without

warriors might just be out of luck.



The dragons section is a big mess. If I

ever re-did Cave Adventures (not likely)

this section would get the biggest overhaul

in terms of simply making it readable.





So I have no idea why, but I used to think the

concept of riding slugs was really cool, hence

their inclusion here. Of course there are no

rules of any kind in the game such that having

a mount would be an advantage, nor are there

any other options for mounts, so riding a slug

or not is a purely aesthetic choice.

We don't have a save for

disease. Just use poison.



Monster attacks have a streamlined

system rather than use the one that

characters use. I assume they're meant

to be using a d12 to hit like players,

which means low level monsters whiff

pretty consistently. Of course while

higher level monsters hit a lot, many

types still don't do enough damage to

overcome player's AC.



There are some types of weapons that you

can only get magical versions of. Treat a

warball and chain like a flail, a longbow like

a bow, a sling like a bow with unlimited

ammo, a boomerang like a throwing ax,

and a dart like throwing stars.





No story just a dungeon complex

waiting for players to kick in the door,

kill monsters and loot their stuff.



I guess negative ACs

imply the monsters take

extra damage from each

hit. Also, infinite

boomerangs!



This is the end of the game proper, however I've also included a few pages of extra

material that was stored with the game: concept art, some content that was cut, etc...



Here's my GMPC. I was incredibly lucky that

afternoon that I rolled all those 10s. (and max spell

and hit points too!)

What I find amusing now, beyond the obvious

cheating, is how he was apparently named after his

sword. Apparently it was either a family heirloom of

some sort or it as just so darn impressive that

everyone called him Silver Sword because he had a

really cool silver sword.



This is 13 year old me's

interpretation of a troll, heavily

inspired by the TI-99 4a video

game Tunnels of Doom.



This is of course NOT a

poorly drawn eye of the

deep but a totally original

monster over which no one

should file any lawsuits.



Here's some kind of

sea hydra. He has fins

AND wings, so maybe

he's related to flying

fish somehow.



This is the concept art for the

disembodied hand. In retrospect I may

have had an unhealthy fascination with

severed hands for far too long. This

drawing was from 1990. In 1996 my

senior year art project was a severed

zombie hand holding an orb. Somewhere

in between there I had an art project that

was a hand of glory (corpse hand with

candles set in the fingers that drives off

undead). Also, I'm pretty sure that this

wasn't the first severed hand I drew. I

have no idea why this never seemed to

worry my parents.



Some kind of mechano-demon thing that

spits fire. Beyond that I have no idea what

it's meant to be.





Contrast those last few pieces with

this. This is Dave's art. He could

have gone somewhere as an artist

if he had chosen that route.



Here's a system for

crafting your own

swords out of custom

materials and styles. It

was cut due to time

concerns. That's a

shame since it was

easily the most

innovative concept we

came up with in the

whole game.





Here's an example of the

system at work. Giant pain in

function but it was a cool

concept.



Second edition (yeah right)

will support both bulls and

cows. Here's the proof.



Here's another creation system that got cut. Heavily

inspired by the similar tables in the 1st edition DMG.









If undead turning ninjas weren't enough of an identity crisis

for the game, there were sci-fi space travel elements in the

cut material. There are another three pages of ship stats that

weren't scanned in. I think this is enough to get the idea.

Here are three classes that got cut. I think they would have

made an interesting addition to the existing roster.





Here are three more races. I don't

remember what they are. We'll say

that...

Moblocks are Idiot rock men,

Snithes are a lizard people, and

Kuma are a race of cowardly water

elves.

So that's Cave Adventures. I hope

that it at least gave you a laugh and

inspired you to keep creating. :)


